Quantitative analysis of diploid translocation heterozygotes: test of models and equations.
Equations have been derived for two different models of chromosome pairing and chiasmata distribution. The first model represents the normal condition and assumes complete synapsis of homologous bivalents and the arms of interchange quadrivalents. This is followed by a nonrandom distribution of chiasmata among bivalents and multivalents such that each bivalent or bivalent-equivalent always has at least one chiasma. Univalents occur only as part of a III, I configuration at diakinesis or metaphase I. The second model assumes that a hologenomic mutation is present in which all chromosomes of a genome are equally affected. Two different assumptions can be made for such a mutation, and both give the same results: (1) homologous or homoeologous chromosome arms may be randomly paired or unpaired, but synapsis always leads to a crossover; (2) homologous or homoeologous arms always pair, but chiasmata are randomly distributed among the arms. The meiotic configurations at diakinesis or metaphase I are the same for both assumptions. Meiotic configurations of normal diploid interchange heterozygotes show good agreement with numbers predicted by the equations for nonrandom chiasmata distribution among configurations. Inter-specific hybrids with supernumerary chromosomes produced meiotic configurations frequencies in agreement with predictions of equations for random chiasmata distribution, but a hybrid without supernumeraries fitted the nonrandom expectations.